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CLDAUT Automating the Cisco Enterprise Cloud
NEW QUESTION 1
You have been tasked with managing Cisco UCS Director Application Containers. What occurs when you power-on an application container?

A. All the VMs within the container will be configured to their corresponding apps.
B. All the VMs within the container will be turned on.
C. All the VMs within the container will be provisioned.
D. All the VMs within the container will be refreshed and old copies will be deleted.

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 2
Which two statements are true when ordering a three-tier application container on the Cisco Prime Service Catalog and Puppet Agent? (Choose two.)

A. The Puppet Agent is temporarily installed on the VM to deploy application.
B. The Puppet Agent is disabled during deployment of application.
C. The puppet master is on the Cisco Prime Service Catalog.
D. The puppet master is on the Cisco UCS Director.
E. The Puppet Agent will be installed onto VMs via VIX in Cisco Prime Service Catalog.

Answer: AC

NEW QUESTION 3
The Application Stack as a service feature is available with which option in the Cisco Prime Service Catalog?

A. Keynote
B. Virtual Appliance
C. Stack Designer
D. Application Designer

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 4
Which is a requirement before migrating from the Cisco Intercloud Fabric Cloud to the private cloud?

A. Create an application category policy.
B. Add the resource pool to the default computing policy.
C. Add a migration policy to the private cloud.
D. Create a virtual data center in the private cloud as an admin user.

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 5
The Cisco UCS Director includes a set of wizards that guide through configuring features. Which three wizards are available in the Cisco UCS Director? (Choose three.)

A. FlexPod Configuration
B. VDC Creation
C. Catalog Configuration
D. Device Discovery
E. Zoning Creation
F. Storage Discovery

Answer: ABD

NEW QUESTION 6
Which two statements are true regarding snapshot and snapshot limitations? (Choose two.)

A. Resource limitations should be set up in Cisco Prime Service Catalog by user groups to prevent datastore exhaustion.
B. Powering off a VM in vCenter will make a snapshot go faster.
C. A VM in a VDC can be accessed by any user regardless of permissions.
D. Users can create, revert, and delete snapshots in accordance with the end-user self-service policy by VDC.

Answer: BD

NEW QUESTION 7
Which two are leveraged to deploy secure Layer 2 extension in the Cisco Intercloud Fabric? (Choose two.)

A. Cisco Intercloud Fabric Extender
B. Cisco Prime Network Services Controller
C. Cisco Intercloud Fabric Switch
D. Cisco Intercloud Fabric Agent

Answer: AC
NEW QUESTION 8
Which three statements about storage policy are true? (Choose three.)

A. To configure a storage policy in Cisco UCS Director, choose Policies > Virtual/Hypervisor Policies > Storage.
B. The IT administrator can use a virtual storage catalog to customize storage policy, but cannot choose more than one storage policy.
C. To use the storage policy created with additional disk policies, the administrator needs to associate the policy with the VDC.
D. Storage policy defines resources such as the datastore scope, type of storage, minimum conditions for capacity, latency, and so on.
E. To configure a storage policy in Cisco UCS Director, choose Storage > Virtual/Hypervisor Policies > Storage Policies.
F. To use the storage policy created with additional disk policies, the administrator needs to associate the policy with the proper user.

Answer: ACD

NEW QUESTION 9
Which statement is true regarding network provisioning policy using Cisco UCS Director?

A. A network provisioning policy defines both Layer 2 and Layer 3 configuration.
B. A network provisioning policy is used during virtual machine provisioning.
C. Add policy can be selected from menu bar, System > Virtual/Hypervisor policies > Network Provisioning Policy > Add.
D. When Private VLAN is selected under Network Provisioning Policy using the Add Policy tab, it configures Private VLAN Type: promiscuous.

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 10
A Cisco UCS Director administrator is tasked with discovering catalogs and templates in Cisco Prime Service Catalog. After you log in to Cisco Prime Service Catalog, describe the steps required to achieve this task.

A. Administration > Set Up Authorization Processes > UCSD Integration
B. Administration > User Support Utilities > UCSD Integration
C. Administration > Manage Connections > UCSD Integration
D. Administration > Link to Directories > UCSD Integration

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 11
You have been tasked with managing the lifecycles of VMs. Which three statements are true regarding VM lease times and end-user restrictions? (Choose three.)

A. After the lease time has expired, the VM owner will be notified by email about the impending delete.
B. VMs can only be powered off or on by the administrator.
C. End users can take snapshots of their VMs.
D. After the lease time has expired, the administrator will be notified of the delete process.
E. Custom lease time policies in Cisco UCS Director will show up in the Cisco Prime Service Catalog GUI.
F. Provisioned VMs can be rolled back by end users.

Answer: ACF

NEW QUESTION 12
Which two statements are true regarding container templates, container catalogs, standard catalogs, and advance catalogs services created in the Cisco Prime Service Catalog for Cisco UCS Director? (Choose two.)

A. If these services are associated with a group in the Cisco UCS Director, users in the corresponding group in the Cisco Prime Service Catalogs can only order services that the group has access to.
B. If these services are associated with a group in the Cisco UCS Director, users in all groups in the Cisco Prime Service Catalog can order services that the group has access to.
C. If the services are associated with All Groups in the Cisco UCS Director, users in the corresponding group in the Cisco Prime Service Catalog can order the services that All Groups have access to.
D. If the services are associated with All Groups in the Cisco UCS Director, all users in the Cisco Prime Service Catalog can order services.

Answer: AC

NEW QUESTION 13
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